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Transfer reactions constitute a stringent test for nuclear supersymmetry, a theory that simultaneously de-
scribes neighboring nuclei with bosonic and fermionic character. We construct and analytically evaluate one-
nucleon transfer matrix elements between supersymmetric partners with the U(6/4) case as an example, and
stress the need for a careful treatment of bosonic and fermionic operators in the construction of mixed tensor
operators.




























holeRecently the supersymmetric classification of nuclear l
els in the Pt and Au isotopes has been reexamined by ta
advantage of the significant improvements in experime
capabilities developed in the last decade. High resolu
transfer experiments with protons and polarized deuter
have led to strong evidence for the existence of supers
metry ~SUSY! in atomic nuclei. The experiments includ
high resolution transfer experiments to196Au at TU/LMU
München@1,2#, and in-beamg ray and conversion electro
spectroscopy following the reactions196Pt(d,2n) and
196Pt(p,n) at the cyclotrons of PSI and Bonn@3#. These
studies have achieved an improved classification of state
195Pt and196Au that give further support to the original idea
@4–6# and extend and refine previous experimental w
@7–9# in this research area.
In the context of the interacting boson model~IBM ! @10#
and its extensions@11#, Iachello and co-workers propose
that Bose-Fermi symmetries U(6)^ U(V) can be embedded
into a graded Lie algebra u(6/V) in order to unify even-even
and even-odd nuclei@12,13# in a supersymmetric framework
The supersymmetric irreducible representation@N% encom-
passes the even-even nucleus withN bosons and the odd
even nucleus withN21 bosons and the odd fermion. Th











case where neutron and proton bosons are distinguished@6#,
predicting in this way a correlation among quartets of nuc
the even-even partner withNn1Np bosons, the odd-proton
and odd-neutron neighbors withNn1Np21 bosons, and the
odd-odd nucleus withNn1Np22 bosons.
While this simultaneous description and classificati
have been shown to be fulfilled to a good approximation
the quartet of nuclei194Pt, 195Au, 195Pt, and196Au, there are
important predictions still not fully verified by experiment
These tests involve the transfer reaction intensities am
the supersymmetric partners. In this Brief Report we disc
the example of proton transfer between the SUSY partn
194Pt and 195Au @e.g., through the (dW ,n) stripping reaction#
in the U(6/4) scheme. We emphasize that special care ha
be taken in the theoretical analysis because of phase a
guities in the SO(6) classification@14# of boson and fermion
tensor operators.
First, we briefly review the U(6/4) supersymmetry. F
the sake of simplicity, just as in the original pape
@12,13,15#, we do not distinguish between neutron and p
ton bosons. The simultaneous description of194Pt and195Au
nuclei in the SUSY scheme assumes that the odd-proton
in 195Au can only occupy the 2d3/2 orbit. The U(6/4) dy-
namical supersymmetry involves the group chainUU~6/4! . UB~6! ^ UF~4! . SOB~6! ^ SUF~4! . Spin~6! . Spin~5! . Spin~3!





s asThe corresponding Hamiltonian, neglecting terms that c
tribute only to the binding energy, is of the form
H5A C2SOB(6)1B C2Spin(6)1C C2Spin(5)1D C2Spin(3),
~2!
which leads to an analytic form for the energy as a funct





The coefficientsA, B, C, andD are determined in a simulta
neous fit of the excitation energies of even-even and o
even nuclei that belong to the same supermultiplet. In ad
tion to energies, in the case of a dynamical supersymm
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transfer reaction strengths. In the next section we concen
on the latter, and in particular on the transfer between
even and odd members of the supermultiplet.
The single-particle transfer operator that is commo
used in the interacting boson-fermion model~IBFM! has
been derived semimicroscopically in the seniority sche
@16#. Although strictly speaking this derivation is only vali
in the vibrational regime, it has been used for deformed
clei as well. An alternative method is based on symme
considerations. It consists of expressing the single-part
transfer operator in terms of tensor operators under the
groups that appear in the group chain of a dynam
~super!symmetry@15,17#.
For single-particle transfer between different supermu
plets of U(6/4) characterized by@N% and@N11%, the trans-
fer operator, to lowest order, is given bya3/2,m
† , which by























Here the upper indices denote (s1 ,s2 ,s3), which specify
the tensorial properties under Spin(6) which is isomorphic
SU(4) and SO(6)@13,15#. Similarly, the lower indices rep
resent (t1 ,t2), J, and M, which define the transformatio
properties under Spin(5), Spin(3), and Spin(2), respec-

















with ã j ,m5(21)
j 2maj ,2m .
The most stringent test of supersymmetries, howeve
provided by the single-particle transfer between differ
members of the same supermultiplet. The transfer operat

















l 2mbl ,2m . Here we have introduced the no
tationb0
†5s† andb2
†5d†. The operators of Eq.~6! are tensor
operators under Spin(5) and Spin(3), but not under
Spin(6).
Whereas the fermion creation and annihilation opera
of Eqs. ~4! and ~5! transform as tensor operators, the tran
formation properties of the boson creation and annihilat
operators depend on the realization of the so(6) alge
Group theoretically, the standard realization of the ortho






























The transformation properties of the boson creation and
nihilation operators under SO(6) can be investigated by c
sidering the rotation
R~u!5exp~2 iu Q̄0(2)!. ~8!
SinceR(u) transforms the creation and annihilation ope
tors in the same way,







DR 21~u!5S cosu sinu2sinu cosu D S s̃d̃0D ,
the annihilation operators have the same tensorial chara
as the creation operators,
b2t,m
† ,b̃2t,m :T(t,0),2t,m
(1,0,0) . ~t50,1!. ~10!
The SO(6) isoscalar factors that are relevant for the Spin
limit can be derived in the standard way by evaluating
matrix elements of the boson-fermion quadrupo
quadrupole interaction@15#, provided that one uses the ant
symmetric quadrupole operator of Eq.~7!. The matrix ele-
ments of the latter were derived in Ref.@14#. It is important
to note that the SO(6) isoscalar factors are related, but
equivalent to the expansion coefficientsj of Refs.@15,18#:


















With these isoscalar factors we can construct the sin
particle transfer operators that connect different member























































































































However, the realization commonly used in the IBM is








Both realizations, Eqs.~7! and ~14!, lead to identical energy
spectra, but the corresponding wave functions differ in re
tive phases. The transformation properties of the boson
ation and annihilation operators under this realization
SO(6) can be investigated by considering the rotation
R~u!5exp~2 iu Q0(2)!. ~15!
In this case, we find the transformation properties





R~u!S 2 i s̃
d̃0
DR 21~u!5S cosu sinu2sinu cosu D S 2 i s̃d̃0 D .
The transformation properties of Eq.~16! can thus be ex-
pressed as the SO(6) rotations of Eq.~9! by carrying out the
canonical transformation





This has important consequences for the transfer opera
The tensor operators for single-particle transfer for the re
ization of Spin(6) with the symmetric boson quadrupole o
erator and the antisymmetric fermion quadrupole opera
@15# can now be obtained by applying the inverse of t
canonical transformation of Eq.~17! to the tensor operator






























































































































We note, as is well known, that the annihilation opera
dm by itself is not a spherical tensor operator. This led to
introduction of the ‘‘tilde’’ operatord̃m5(21)
md2m , which
does have the same tensor properties as the creation ope
dm
† . In the present case, we have shown that with the us
realization of the so(6) algebra used in the IBM, the bos
creation and annihilation operators by themselves do
form a SO(6) tensor, but rather
S i s†dm† D ,S 2 i s̃d̃mD :S T(0,0),0,0
(1,0,0)
T(1,0),2,m
(1,0,0) D . ~20!
The use of tensor operators to describe single-part
transfer reactions in the supersymmetry scheme has the
vantage of giving rise to selection rules and closed exp
sions for the spectroscopic factors. Figure 1 shows the
lowed transitions for the transfer operators of Eq.~18! that
describe the single-particle transfer from the ground s
u(N11,0,0),(0,0),0& of the even-even nucleus to the od
even nucleus belonging to the same supermultiplet@N11%.
Both operators have the same transformation character u







2 . The operators differ in their
Spin(6) selection rules. Whereas the first operator can o







2 ), the second one allows a trans





Figure 2 shows the allowed transitions for the inver











2 & of the odd-even nucleus to the eve
even nucleus by the transfer operators of Eq.~19!. Both op-
erators satisfy the same selection rules under Spin(5)
Spin(3), which permit the excitation of states with (t1 ,t2),
J5(0,0),0 or (1,0),2. According to the Spin(6) selectio
rules, the first operator can only excite the ground state b
of the even-even nucleus with (s1 ,s2 ,s3)5(N11,0,0),
whereas the second one allows a transition to an exc
band as well (N61,0,0).
FIG. 1. Allowed single-particle transfer reactions for transitio
























J. BAREA, R. BIJKER, A. FRANK, AND G. LOYOLA PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064313In Table I, we present the corresponding matrix eleme
of the transfer operators of Eqs.~18! and~19!. An analysis of
spectroscopic factors for proton pickup and stripping re







2 ) of Eqs. ~18! and ~19! decribe the
main features of the data@15#. For the SUSY partners194Pt
and 195Au, there is to the best of our knowledge only da
available for the proton stripping reactions194Pt(a,t)195Au
and 194Pt(3He,d)195Au @19#. The J53/2 ground state of
195Au is excited strongly withC2S50.175, whereas the firs
excitedJ53/2 state is excited weakly withC2S50.019. In
the SUSY scheme, the latter state is assigned as a memb
the ground state band with (t1 ,t2)5(5/2,1/2). Therefore the
FIG. 2. Allowed single-particle transfer reactions for transitio
from odd-even to even-even nuclei in U(6/4).06431ts
-
r of
one-proton transfer to this state is forbidden by the Spin
selection rule of the tensor operators of Eq.~18!. The rela-
tively small strength of excitedJ53/2 states suggests tha






2 ) of Eqs.~18! can be
used to describe the data.
Finally, we note the relevance of tensor operators in
study of supersymmetric multiphonon structures@20#, as
well as in the construction of supersymmetric ‘‘ladder’’ o
erators that convert the eigenstates of an even-even nuc
into the eigenstates of the odd-even nucleus@21#.
The recent measurements of the spectroscopic prope
of the odd-odd nucleus196Au have rekindled the interest in
nuclear supersymmetry. The available data on the spec
copy of the quartet of nuclei194Pt, 195Au, 195Pt, and196Au
can, to a good approximation, be described in terms of
U(6/4)^ U(6/12) supersymmetry. However, there is still a
other important set of experiments which can further test
predictions of the supersymmetry scheme. These invo
single-particle transfer reactions between nuclei belongin
the same supermultiplet, in particular between the even-
and odd-odd members of the supersymmetric quartet. Th
retically, these transfers are described by the supersymm
generators that change a boson into a fermion, or vice ve
We investigated in detail the example of proton trans
between the SUSY partners194Pt and 195Au in U(6/4), andus
TABLE I. Matrix elements of one-proton transfer operators in the Spin(6) limit for transitions~a! from
even-even to odd-even and~b! from odd-even to even-even.~a! The ground state of the even-even nucle











2 &. For the final states we only show the labelŝf u
5^(s1 ,s2 ,s3), (t1 ,t2),Ju.
~a! ^ f u
























































2 u 0 A6N(N11)(N14)/5
N12
~b! ^ f u
















































































SINGLE-PARTICLE TRANSFER AND NUCLEAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C64 064313pointed out that special care should be taken in the theo
cal analysis because of phase ambiguities in the so(6) a
bra. The latter arise because in the usual realization of
Spin(6) algebra the symmetric boson quadrupole operat
combined with the antisymmetric fermion quadrupole ope
tor. We have shown explicitly how in this case the trans
operators can be classified according to their tensorial c
acter under Spin(6).Spin(5).Spin(3). This makes it pos-
sible to study the corresponding selection rules and de
their matrix elements.
The problem of the phase ambiguities arises especially
coupled systems, such as the neutron-proton IBM, the IBF
the neutron-proton IBFM, and especially the extension
odd-odd nuclei. As an example, the odd-odd nucleus196Au
is described as a system with four neutron bosons,
proton boson, one neutron and one proton. Moreo
the phase ambiguities not only occur in the SO(6) lim























tion of selection rules and the evaluation of spectrosco
factors and transfer intensities, it is crucial to use consis
conventions in the construction of the appropiate ten
operators for electromagnetic transitions and one-part
transfer reactions. Further work in this direction is
progress@23#. To conclude, we emphasize the need for n
experiments taking advantage of the new experime
capabilities @1–3# and suggest that particular attentio
should be paid to one-nucleon transfer reactions betw
the SUSY partners194Pt, 195Au, 195Pt, and 196Au, since
such experiments provide the most accurate tests of nuc
supersymmetry.
This work was supported in part by CONACyT und
Project Nos. 32416-E and 32397-E, by DPAGA-UNAM u
der Project No. IN106400, and by DGICYT under Proje
No. PB98-1111. One of us~J.B.! is very grateful to his hosts
at the ICN-UNAM.lie,
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